If the back lot is higher than the pool the homeowner must add to this wall to make it 6’ on this side. (Outside)

If there is a wall here, then power cover is required and an alarm or deadbolt 54” from the floor is required.

If there is already a 6’ retaining wall then the homeowner would have to get engineering done.

If there is a wall on this side of the back door then no power cover is required.

6’ WALL

Wall must be at least 6’ on this side.

If retaining wall is only 3’ high the pool homeowner must add 3’ wall.

Pool must have 2 drains

DRAIN

6’ Wall if there is no divider wall and gate must lock 54” from the bottom.

6’ Wall if there is no divider wall and gate must lock 54” from the bottom.

6’ WALL

If gate is not solid but has bars with spaces then there must be a shield around the latch so kids can’t reach thru.

Shield should be 18” from handle on gate.

Pool must have 2 drains
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POOL BARRIER REQUIREMENTS